Testing domains of the healing experiences in all life stressors questionnaire in a cohort of HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected Chicago women
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Purpose: Patients may deal with issues of spiritual and religious meaning when coping with life-threatening or chronic illness. Researchers at the National Institutes of Health have developed the healing experiences in all life stressors (HEALS) questionnaire, an assessment to determine psychosocial spiritual adjustment to healing. Many measures assess religious and spiritual behavior, but there exists a need to capture the meaning of these factors in the process of healing. The instrument consists of spirituality, religion, interpersonal, and intrapersonal domains. This study explores the preliminary partial validation of the spirituality and religion domains of the HEALS against the Ironson–Woods Spirituality and Religiousness Index (IWSR).

Methods: The abbreviated HEALS, IWSR, and a measure of depression were completed by 205 human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected and HIV-uninfected women from Chicago as part of the Women’s Interagency HIV Study. Total scores on the HEALS and IWSR were correlated using Pearson correlations to examine convergent validity. Total depression scores were analyzed with Pearson correlations to investigate criterion validity.

Results: Responses between the abbreviated HEALS and IWSR were highly correlated (r=0.74). Similar to other measures of its kind, scores on the HEALS were associated with depressive symptoms. Women with clinically significant depressive symptoms scored significantly lower on the HEALS than women without. No significant differences were found for race, age, education, or HIV status.

Conclusion: This study is an important step in the future validation of the HEALS. Results suggest that the spirituality and religion domains of the HEALS have good construct validity with the IWSR. After further validation, this measure may provide clinicians and researchers with a unique way to assess psychosocial spiritual healing.
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Introduction

Spirituality is defined as attributing meaning and purpose to one’s life. This could derive from belief in a higher power or inter/intrapersonal connection.1 Religion refers to the extent that people observe the beliefs and rituals of a particular religion, which can be considered under the larger construct of spirituality.2 Individuals dealing with life-threatening and chronic illness often question spiritual and existential meaning.3 Regardless of patients’ desire to discuss spirituality with their physicians,4 it is not a common practice. An emphasis on how spirituality influences healing and how to measure these concepts is a necessary step toward patient-centered care.

Holistic healing encompasses the balancing of psychological, social, and spiritual dimensions. This broad definition means that even when the physical body is suffering,
there is still potential for healing. Allopathic medicine tends to confine healing to the physical, but patients with life-threatening and chronic illness often desire emotional and spiritual healing as well.

The importance of spirituality and religion in the context of healing the physical, emotional, and social realms is well documented. Spirituality and religiosity are associated with better physical and emotional health in studies of cancer patients. In chronic illnesses such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), spiritual adjustment has been shown to improve health-related quality of life, immune status, risk behavior, and sleep quality. The increase in research examining the benefits of spirituality on disease progression and well-being has led to the development of several instruments to capture the aspects of spirituality and religiousness. These include the Ironson–Woods Spirituality and Religiousness Index (IWSR), the Brief Multidimensional Measure of Religiousness/Spirituality, the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy – Spirituality Scale, the Duke Religion Index, and the Brief Religious Coping Activity Scale.

The goal of these self-report measures is to assist health care workers in identifying the significance of religion and spirituality in a person's life. In the health field, the concepts of religion and spirituality have been examined through questions of religious behavior such as how often people attend religious activities or the frequency of personal spiritual practices. The usefulness of answers to such questions in the context of healing is debatable because the act of attending religious services often requires a certain state of physical health to begin with and because social support associated with religious activity can be a confounding factor when examining the effect of religious involvement on health. Some instruments focus on religious motivation/orientation such as Allport's distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic orientations, which can help to identify the aspects of religiousness. These methods, however, have been criticized for being culturally constrained and not relevant to the larger construct of spirituality. In this regard, religiousness and spirituality are often conceptualized as unique albeit overlapping constructs. To determine how spirituality facilitates healing in the lives of people with chronic and life-threatening illness, questions that probe for such things as the meaning and purpose in one's life are needed.

Instruments assessing spirituality and general health tend to neglect the meaning of spirituality in the context of healing from a life-threatening and chronic illness. Although many studies have used spirituality instruments in palliative care settings, a systematic review of such measures found that over half (n=30) of measures reported in research studies had not been validated in a palliative and/or chronic illness population. This is an important consideration as palliative and chronically ill patients have unique spiritual needs such as finding purpose through religion, relationships, occupation, and self. In addition, there is a paucity of measures considered to be culturally inclusive.

Lewis conducted a systematic review of spirituality instruments and found that those used in the health field were not culturally appropriate for the African American population either because African Americans were not adequately represented in studies of instrument development and testing or they did not include constructs of African American spirituality such as faith in a higher power; personal relationships with a higher power, self, and others; and providing a transforming experience. A qualitative study examining the constructs of spirituality, specifically in African American women with HIV, defined spirituality in terms of a process/journey or connection; spiritual expressions such as church attendance, prayer, and being thankful; and spiritual benefits such as being healed or finding inner strength. Achieving a balance between cultural representativeness and generalizability can be challenging, but literature that reveals distinct differences in patient definitions of spirituality suggests that this endeavor should be pursued.

**Rationale for the current study**

In an effort to identify the factors that promote healing and facilitate meaningful conversation between patient and physician, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Pain and Palliative Care Service developed an instrument of psychosocial spiritual healing: the healing experience in all life stressors (HEALS) questionnaire. The items in the questionnaire were derived from qualitative interviews asking patients about their experience of healing and the meaning of spirituality in their lives, and through palliative care providers’ observations of those with chronic and/or life-threatening illness.

As the second in a series of three papers, this study seeks to test the spirituality and religion domain items of the HEALS (abbreviated HEALS) against the IWSR in a convenience sample of HIV-infected and demographically similar uninfected women participating in the Chicago site of the NIH funded Women’s Interagency HIV Study (WIHS). The WIHS is an ongoing longitudinal cohort study of the natural and treated history of HIV in women initiated in 1994. Correlations between the HEALS and the Center for Epimediological Studies-Depression Scale (CES-D) were also of interest due to similar associations between the measures.
of depression and other validated measures of spirituality and religion in comparable populations.\textsuperscript{14,16,20,34} Of tertiary interest, the associations between scores on the HEALS and demographic variables of HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected women were assessed to see how the HEALS performed in a population who may have a chronic illness and those who may not. Although the HEALS is still undergoing testing for validity, we feel that this data provide useful information about the development of a new tool assessing psychosocial spiritual adjustment to healing in those with life-threatening and chronic illness.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were 205 (142 HIV infected and 63 uninfected) women enrolled in the Chicago WIHS who had a study visit for other purposes at the Cook County Health and Hospital Systems/Hektoen Institute of Medicine site between July and November of 2015. Women were predominantly African American (78%), with a mean age of 48.9 years (range 31–73 years). About 30% of the women had not completed high school, 30% had completed high school, and around 30% had attended some years of college. Religion was not a question asked for the WIHS study. As this study was using secondary data, religion, although potentially an important variable, could not be included in the analysis. This study was reviewed and approved by Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health through the WIHS parent study. It was also approved by Cook County Health and Hospital Systems, and the Office of Human Subjects Research Protection at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center. Demographics are shown in Table 1.

**Procedure**

Women were invited and verbally consented to complete the abbreviated HEALS questionnaire and the IWSR index during their wait time for other WIHS study visits. Questionnaires were interview administered to women with low reading/literacy levels. Sociodemographic, CES-D, and other data were collected and extracted from the WIHS study visit closest to the spirituality assessments.

**Measures**

**HEALS (formally known as the NIH spirituality and coping assessment)**

The full HEALS is a 54-item self-report measure assessing psychosocial spiritual healing in people with chronic or life-threatening illness, and uses 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In this study, we used the abbreviated HEALS, a 21-item self-report measure with the same response set. Participants are asked to consider the past 30 days when answering questions. Domain items included in this study are listed in Table 2.

The most recent preliminary factor analysis of the full HEALS categorized four domains: spirituality, religion, interpersonal, and intrapersonal factors.\textsuperscript{30} In this study, the entire religion domain and select items of the spirituality domain were included in the abbreviated scale. In the spirituality
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**Table 2 Items on the spirituality and religion domains of the abbreviated HEALS**

**Domain 1: spirituality**

- Connecting with the peace in nature gives my life meaning
- I enjoy activities that involve both mind/body, e.g., yoga, tai chi, etc.
- Work gives me a sense of purpose during difficult times
- I find meaning in helping others
- I seek more presence in my relationships
- Working through my own grief has brought meaning to my life
- I have a heightened sense of gratitude
- I gain awareness from self-reflection
- Creative arts bring peace to my life

**Domain 2: religion**

- The connection with a higher power is important to me
- I believe in a higher power
- I yearn for a connection with a higher power
- I survive difficult circumstances because of a higher power
- My situation strengthened my connection to a higher power
- My religious beliefs help me feel calm when faced with difficult circumstances in life
- My religious beliefs comfort me
- I find strength in my religious beliefs
- My personal religious practice is important to me
- My participation in a religious community is an important aspect of my life
- I get support from my religious community
- My religious beliefs give me hope

**Abbreviation:** HEALS, healing experiences in all life stressors.
domain, items were selected to be included based on those representing intrinsic aspects of spirituality.\textsuperscript{22} Items that probe about spiritual fulfillment through connections between nature, arts, relationships, and self were kept, whereas those asking for how such connections sustain one's other needs such as feeling less stressed or being more positive were excluded. Scores ranged from 21 to 105 with higher scores indicating greater psychosocial spiritual adjustment to healing.

Spirituality for this study is conceptually defined as an individual's sense of meaning through outward interactions (e.g., “Connecting with the peace in nature gives my life meaning”; “I have a heightened sense of gratitude”). The full spirituality domain consists of 16 items, 9 of which were included in the abbreviated spirituality scale used with this study sample. On the basis of the preliminary factor analysis with all questions, the spirituality factor demonstrated good reliability with a Cronbach's $\alpha=0.87$.\textsuperscript{35}  

Religion for this study is conceptually defined as an individual's connection with a religious community and belief in a higher power (e.g., “My situation strengthened my connection to a higher power”; “My participation in a religious community is an important aspect of my life”). This domain consists of 12 items, all of which were included in the questionnaire administered to the WIHS sample. On the basis of the preliminary factor analysis using orthogonal varimax rotation with all questions, this factor showed excellent reliability with a Cronbach's $\alpha=0.97$. This high $\alpha$ suggests that there may be too many items. This will be addressed in the next study when confirmatory analysis will be conducted.\textsuperscript{35}

Ironson–woods spirituality and religiousness index

The IWSR index\textsuperscript{14} is a 25-item questionnaire adapted from the 89-item long form.\textsuperscript{36} The scale measures what people mean when they say they are religious or spiritual and also assesses public and private religious behavior using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The instrument has a four-factor structure of religion and spirituality: sense of peace, faith in god, religious behavior, and compassionate view of others. The domains sense of peace and compassionate view of others address aspects of spirituality, whereas the domains faith in god and religious behavior address aspects of religion. Scores range from 25 to 125 with higher scores indicating that someone is more spiritual/religious. The measure is reported to have good convergent and discriminant validity as well as excellent reliability with the Cronbach's $\alpha=0.96$.\textsuperscript{14}

Center for epidemiological studies-depression scale

The CES-D\textsuperscript{33} is a 20-item scale measuring depressive symptoms within the past week with participants reporting whether symptoms occur rarely, some of the time, occasionally, or most of the time. Scores range from 0 to 60, with higher scores indicative of greater depressive symptoms. A score of 16 or higher indicates clinically significant depressive symptoms. The measure has good reliability with Cronbach's $\alpha=0.88$, and good test–retest reliability being $r=0.87$.\textsuperscript{37} The measure is reported to have good convergent and discriminant validity.\textsuperscript{37,38}

Analysis

Analysis of variances (ANOVAs) and Pearson product-moment correlations were performed to evaluate if the HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected women were similar or different on the demographic characteristics. To assess the religion and spirituality domain items of the HEALS against the IWSR, Pearson product-moment correlations were utilized. Both the total HEALS and the total IWSR and the spirituality and religion domain items of both the HEALS and the IWSR were included. Regressions, one-way ANOVAs, and independent samples $t$-tests were performed to assess associations between scores on the HEALS and sociodemographic and clinical variables of the sample including race, education, age, HIV status, and CES-D data.

Results

Sample characterization

Descriptive statistics are listed in Table 1. Race, education, and age were similar across HIV status groups. As the primary aim of this analysis is the preliminary validation of the HEALS religion and spirituality domain items rather than HIV status differences, and scores were similar across HIV status groups, HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected women were included together in the analyses. For thoroughness, however, data from HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected women were also analyzed separately.

Table 3 presents the mean scores, SDs, and the ranges for the abbreviated HEALS (aHEALS) and its two domains, the IWSR and its two domains, and the CES-D. There are no significant differences between the aHEALS total and IWSR total or between the two aHEALS domains and the IWSR domains. The depression scores measured by the CES-D were statistically different ($t(177.6)=-4.78$, $p<0.001$). The participants who were HIV positive had higher mean depression scores than did the HIV-negative participants. Looking at the CES-D cut-off scores, 38% of those who were HIV
positive had clinically significant depressive symptom scores, whereas 14.8% of those who were HIV negative had clinically significant depressive symptom scores.

Convergent validity between HEALS and IWSR

Pearson product-moment correlations were computed between the total HEALS and the total IWSR ($r=0.74$) and between the spirituality ($r=0.54$) and religion ($r=0.58$) domain items of both the HEALS and the IWSR. Results provide additional support with these moderate-to-high correlations of the validity of the HEALS (Table 4).

Associations between HEALS and CES-D

Associations between scores on the HEALS and scores on the CES-D were analyzed due to the fact that the IWSR and other measures of religion and spirituality have shown to be correlated with measures of depression as well as perceived stress, anxiety, and hopelessness. A significant but weak negative correlation was found ($r=0.14; p=0.044$). This suggests that those with a higher CES-D score are more likely to report lower scores on the aHEALS. The CES-D explains 2% of the variance in the aHEALS total score.

Associations between HEALS and demographic variables

No associations were found between the demographic variables, HIV status, and the combined total score of the spirituality and religion domain items of the aHEALS or the IWSR.

Literature indicates that African American women value spirituality as a factor in healing more than women of other races. Research also finds that some people diagnosed with HIV equate religion with spirituality, while others say they are distinct factors. To elucidate these differences between religion and spirituality, we analyzed the two domains separately to see whether there were differences in scores between women of different races. Only participants who self-reported race as African American, White, and Hispanic were included due to the small number of the other four races. A one-way ANOVA comparing scores on the religion domain items of the HEALS between women of different races (Table 1) revealed that their means were significantly different, $F(2, 190)=3.18, p=0.001$. Post hoc Scheffe test revealed only a marginally significant difference between African American (M = 51.22) and White women (M = 42.81, $p=0.001$). There were no significant differences between races on the spirituality domain of the aHEALS. There was a statistically significant difference between races on the spirituality domain of the IWSR, $F(2, 192)=3.16, p=0.045$, although the post hoc Scheffe was only trending toward significance ($p=0.065$). The mean spirituality score for African American women was 63.58, whereas for White women it was 56.41. There were no significant differences by race on the religion domain of the IWSR.

Discussion

This research contributes to the field of palliative care by providing information on the preliminary validation of a novel tool to measure psychosocial spiritual aspects of healing in those with life-threatening or chronic illness. First, the religion and spirituality domain items of the abbreviated HEALS were significantly correlated with scores on the IWSR, a validated measure of religiousness and spirituality. Second, the demographic and clinical variables of race, education, age, and HIV status were not related to the scores on the HEALS. However, women with clinically significant depressive symptoms scored significantly lower on the HEALS than women without clinically significant depressive symptoms.

The significant correlation between the spirituality and religion domain items of the HEALS and the IWSR suggests that these factors are measuring what they are intended to measure. This is an essential criterion in the construct validity.
of a new instrument. Although the correlation of 0.74 is adequate, it is likely not good or excellent due to unique distinctions between the HEALS and the IWSR such as the lack of questions related to religious behaviors in the HEALS and a greater emphasis on how people attribute meaning and purpose of life in the midst of dealing with life-threatening or chronic illness. These measures can provide clinicians with a more holistic understanding of patients’ psychosocial functioning and capacity for spiritual healing.

The HEALS was significantly associated with scores on the CES-D, showing that lower HEALS scores were significantly related to higher scores on the depression measure, CES-D. This finding complements not only literature from other studies examining women diagnosed with HIV9,40 but also with other validated measures of religion and spirituality.14 This corroboration is promising for the subsequent validation of the HEALS.

The spirituality and religion domains of the HEALS were not significantly related to any demographic or clinical variables explored in this analysis. The finding that HIV status was not related to scores on the HEALS or the IWSR was not entirely unexpected. HIV-infected women may fare better than HIV-uninfected women with similarly low socioeconomic status and HIV risk behaviors who continue to struggle with access to quality healthcare including mental health services and housing support. So while HIV-uninfected women may not be prompted to address life meaning in the same way that HIV-infected women do as a result of their chronic disease, HIV-uninfected women living in poverty continue to endure other life struggles that may stimulate greater religiousness and spirituality as a coping strategy. Once diagnosed, women living with HIV receive access to psychosocial, mental health, and medical resources that were not available prior to their diagnosis. Therefore, because the women living with HIV have access to these resources, it could have provided them with better ways to cope compared with the HIV-uninfected women living in poverty. At present, no studies have identified differences in spiritual adjustment to healing between HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected women. This finding may also be due to the large African American sample. As the literature reports, about 88% of African Americans report religious affiliation with a formal community, whereas 72% indicate that religion holds a significant role in their lives despite not being affiliated with any formal religion.41 Racial characteristics across HIV status groups were similar, so it is possible that even WIHS women who were not diagnosed with a chronic disease such as HIV still held strong spiritual/religious beliefs due to the majority of the sample being African American. The finding that age and education were not related to scores on the HEALS or the IWSR is consistent with other literature assessing variables of religion and spirituality.10,42,43

When viewed separately, the religion domain revealed higher scores among African American women than White women. This is worth exploring in a larger sample to determine whether African American women may incorporate religiousness in their healing more than White women. This complements research which indicates that African American women with HIV value religion in the context of healing.1,9–12 However, this difference was not significant for the IWSR. One reason for this may be the differences in scale items. Looking at both instruments, the HEALS considers additional dimensions of religion and spirituality including the meaning of religion and spirituality in one’s life. The IWSR religion domain asks questions related to religious behaviors and faith. Although these factors have been shown to be predictive of health outcomes in HIV-infected women, there is less emphasis in the IWSR on explaining what the underlying meaning is in engaging in these practices. Without an understanding of the meaning of religion and faith, it can be difficult to account for the significance of these practices in the context of healing in general and healing across specific domains. The HEALS was developed to fill this gap and to more thoroughly address the overall meaning of spirituality in the context of healing from a chronic illness. These themes are supported in qualitative literature and could be captured with a quantitative measure such as the abbreviated HEALS that is easy to collect and score.

**Limitations**

These findings should be viewed in the light of several limitations including that the HEALS is not yet validated. Although preliminary factor analysis30 and cognitive interviewing has been performed, the questions and domains will not be finalized until results from the cognitive interviewing have been analyzed. At that point, the larger validation process with confirmatory factor analysis will be conducted. After confirmatory factor analysis, future research should examine these domains of the HEALS in comparison to a different spirituality instrument with a primary focus on meaning in health-related outcomes.18 Despite this limitation, the results of this study are promising for the future of this measure of psychosocial spiritual healing.

Second, the results of this preliminary partial validation cannot be generalized to people with other chronic and life-threatening illness, or perhaps to other women living with...
HIV. Since women in this sample have been with the WIHS cohort study for a median of 13.6 years, there could be cohort effects. Further research will need to examine the feasibility of the HEALS in a variety of populations diverse in both demographic characteristics and disease diagnosis. Similarly, the convenience sampling limits the extent to which these findings can be generalized to other HIV populations who may be less engaged in research and care. Finally, as this was a secondary data analysis, we could only include variables that had been collected in the original data collection process.

Conclusion
This study is an important step in preliminary validation of the HEALS. As questions become finalized, the HEALS will hopefully be able to detect the degree to which religious, spiritual, interpersonal, and intrapersonal factors contribute to patient healing. This study also helps to fill an important gap in our knowledge about the meaning of religion in women with HIV living in Chicago and its metropolitan area. Extant literature examining spirituality and religiousness among HIV-infected women tends to focus on the Southeastern region of the USA, with other regions being less closely examined. With the validation of this tool, clinicians and researchers will have a unique way to assess for psychosocial spiritual factors in healing people with life-threatening and chronic illness.
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